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1. Introduction 

It was shown in [4] that a fibration p : E -+B of groupoids gives rise to a family 
of exact sequence5 , 

ax 
(1.1) l+F,,y(x~+E(~)+B(px) - q,F’x-voE+~OB 

of groups and pointed sets, where XE Oh(E), FP_y denotes the fibre p-‘p(x) over 
p(x), no is tile set of components and for example E(x) is the vertex group of E 
at x. 

The advantage of using fibrations of groupoids is to give a simple and clear 
derivation of the operation of B on the family of sets { IT~F~}_,,~~~~~~ and of extra 
properties of exactness at rrOFpX. The operation includes many operations in 
homotopy theory, involving change of base points. Similarly, many of the exact 
sequences in homotopy theory are easily derived from (1.1) (see [3], [4], [6], 
[ 19]-[22], [ 131). Algebraic applications to exact sequences in non-abelian 
cohomology are given in 141, (51 and, more recently, to exact orbit sequences in 
group theory in [ 17]. These latter sequence ; also find applications in the Nielsen 

fixed point theory for fibre spaces [ 141. 
The object of this paper, which goes back to an earlier version by the first author 

(1972), is to generalize the sequence (1.1) al&d the operations to a situation of a 
Mayer-Vietoris type. The prototype of such a sequence in a non-abelian situation 
was given somewhat obscurely in [ 11, a paper which was in effect a footnote to a 
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paper 1231 of Olum, which itself showed how non-abelian cohomology could be 
used to prove the van Kampen theorem on the fundamental group of a union of 
spaces. 

Here we will show how a sequence of Mayer-Vietoris type arises from a pullback 
square in which two (opposite) maps are fibrations of groupoids. We also establish 
a weak form of operation and a type of Slemma result. 

We give some applications to homotopy theory, and in the last section relate the 
methods of no+abelian cohomology to the groupoid version of the van Kan- en 
theorem given in (21. It is hoped that the relative forms of non-abelian cohomo 
given here will prove a pointer for higher dimensional analogJes of those metI- 

%Y 
ds. 

2. The Mayer-Vietoris sequence 

Let p: D -+C be a morphism of groupoids. We say p is a fibration, if p is star 

surject ive; tha:! is for each object de Oh(D) each element in C with initial point p(d) 

f:an be ‘lifted’ to an element in D with initial point d (see [4; 1, 2.11). 

We adopt two conventions. (i) The component of an object x of a groupoid is 

written _\’ or Y - it will be clear fr.>m the context in which groupoid this component 

is taken. (ii) The maps induced by a morphism f will usually be written f, as the 

interpretation will be c!ear from the context. 

Throughout this section we consider a pullback square of groupoids 

so that 8 is the subgroupoid of A XD whose elements are pairs ((r,6) such that 

J(n) = p(6), and /j,y are given by (cu, 6)~ cy, (CT, a)- 6 respectively. 

Let h,, = (u,,, (I,,) be an object of B (so that f(ao) =p(dJ), and let c,, = f(oo). 

2.2. Theorem. I$ y is a fibation, then there is a fkxviorl 3 : C( ccl} -+ lroB which 

fits iltlo LI ciiqrtu?I, cdid the Mi~_t,w- Z i’etoris sequ~ww 
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with the following ‘exactness’ properties: 
(i) If a’ in zOA, d in lrOD satisfy f(6) = p(d), then there is a 6 in no B such that 

(ii) Im(A) is the intersection of $-‘(d& and p-‘(&). 
(iii) A(1) = l&. 
(iv) yl, y2 in C(Q) satisfy A(yl) = A(y2) if and only if there are elements a in 

A{a,}, 6 in D{dO} such that 

Y 1 =f(a)vz P(6). 

(v) B{ bO} is the pullback of A (a,} L C( cg) LD{ do}. 

Proof. We first prove (i), which does not involve A. Since f(Q =~(a), there is an 
element y in C(p(d), f(a)). Since p is a fibration, y lifts to an element 6 in D(d, d,), 
say, where p(d,) =f(a) so that the component of (a, d,) in B maps to ci;, d by p,$ 
respectively. This proves (i). 

We now define A. 
Let y E C{c,). Since p is a fibration, y lifts to an element 6 in D(dO, cl), say, and 

we define A(y) to be the component of (aO,d) in B. If 6’ in D(dO, d’) also lifts y, 
and 1 is the identity at ao, then f(l)=p(S’6-‘) and so (1,&K’) joins (ao,d) to 
(ao,d’) in B. Thus A(y) is well defined. Further p(ao,d) =ao, j‘(ao, d) =d and 
d= do. This proves that p(Im(A)) = {Go}, S(Im(A)) = (a,}. 

To prove the remaining part of (ii), suppose 6 in lroB satisfies p(6) = Go, 
j’(6) = do. Let b = (a, d); then there are elements cr,S, say, in A(a, liro), D(do, d) 
respectively. The element y =f(a)p(& is defined and belongs to C{ co). We prove 
that do-(‘) = 6. 

Let a1 in D(do,dl), say, be a lift of y. Then 

~(4) = Y =f(a)p(& 

and it follows that (a,&S-‘) is an element of B((a,d), (ao,dl)). Hence A(y) = 
(ao, d,)’ = (a, d)” = 6, which proves (ii). 

The proof of (iii) is simple; the identity at do lifts the identity of C(q), so that 
A(l)=co. 

To prove (iv), suppose for E= 1,2 that ye belongs to C{c,) and that 6, in 

D(do, dJ lifts yE, so that A( yJ is the component of (ao, d,) in B. 
Suppose there are elements a in A{ao}, 6 in D{do} such that 

Then 
Yl =fWY2PW. 

~(4) = y1 =f(c)pid2)p(&. 

Thus if K = &6-‘6; in D(d2, d,), then P(K) = f(a) and (a, K) joins (ao, d2) to (ao, d,) 
in B. Hence A(yI)=A(y2). 

Suppose conversely that A(y, ) = A (yz). Then we can find an element (a, K) in B 
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joining COOl dz) to (ao,dl). Then CY EA{~~}- K eD(dz,d,) and f((cr) =P(K). Let s-* = 
S{ ‘~6~ in D{d,). Then aI = ~6~6 and 

Finally, the proof of (v) is easy, using the definition of B. Cl 

We remark that if ‘4 is a trivial groupoid then 2.2 specializes to the exact sequence 
GT ,;I fibration of groupoids [4; 4.3(b)] except for the operation of C{cO} on the set 
oZ‘ :ompGnents of the fibre. We consider operations in Section 3. 

T%e special case of 2.2 where sl is connected, that is zoA = 1, has already been 
G’G. 1 in [ 163, dealing with problems of duality in homotopy theory. 

Theorem 2.2 is used in [25] to deduce a Mayer-Vietoris sequence for homotopy 
pullbacks of groupoids. Analogous results have also been stated in [ 18). 

Note that part of Theorem 2.2, namely (ii)-(v) couid have been obtained from (4; 
(4.211 by au alternative approach using the methods of [9] for groupoids instead of 
pointed topological spaces. 

From Theorem 2.2 we can deduce a sequence of a more familiar form. 
Let ~T,,R n 71$ be the pullback of 

2.4. Corollary. The folio wing sequence is exact 

where (4‘ ‘p)(cl,S) =f(u i )p(S). :.? 

The sscc~\Icrlcc in 2.4 comains less information than (2.3) as can be seen by com- 
paring the c’xactness at C(q,} of 2.4 with 2.2(iv). 

C)r:c part of Gxollarq ?.;I is that @ is surjective. We are interested in conditions 
t’c:r :> to be bijestive, i.e. flw n,, to preserve the pullback (2.1). 

KcczII that a proupoici C is sirnp& connected if C(q,) consists of a single ele- 
men:, for ail co in Oh(C); C is l-connected, if C is connected and simply connected. 

2.5. Corollary. T’he,ftulction @ of 2.4 is a bijection if and on/y if for all choices of 
(a,,, (I,,) E Oh(B), the gro~rp C{ c, ! (whew c,, =f(a(,) =y(d(,)) is the product set 
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In particular, $ is bijective if C is sirnpi’y connected, or if f : A {a, > -+ C( co > or 

p:DIdO)~C{cO} is surjective. 

Proof. Suppose that @ is bijective. Then for any (Q, do) E Oh(B) there is a se- 
quence 12.3) with base points a*, do etc. For this sequence Ker @ = 1 by hypothesis, 
and so J-‘p is surjective in 2.4. 

Conversely, let bO = (aO, do), b = (a, d) E Oh(B) and suppose @(&) = $I(@. Form 
(2.3) with the base points ao,do etc. Then 6~ Ker @= Im d by 2.4. So there is a 
y~C(c~} such that d(y)=& Then y=f(cr)p(cT) for some creA{ao}, aED by 
hypothesis, so 6=&y) =d(l) = b;, by 2.2(iv). q 

It will bc seer, in Section 5 that Corollary 2.5 is the essence of the method of Olum 
in (231. The extension of Olum’s method discussed in [ 1] comes from the following 
simple type of ccrollZry. 

2.6. Corollary. 4’ both A and D are 1 -cormected, then A : C{ co) -q,B is 
b[ jective. El 

We have a complete description of xOB which 
proof is left to the reader. 

generalizes 4.4 of [4]. The simple 

2.1. Corollary. Let XcOb(B) be a complete set of representatives of the fibres of 
@ : no B -+ no A n zoD. There is a bijection qf no B with the disjoint union over X of 
double cosets of fA{ ao), pD{ do} in C( fao} for all (aO, do) E X. q 

The next proposition de& with the naturality of the function A. Suppose given 
a commutative diagram of morphisms of groupoids 

(2.8) 1 1 PI P 

1 
A’- C’ 

f I 
A 

/ 

V 

z. 

in which the inner and outer squarc:s are pullbacks and p and p’ are fibrations. Let 
b. = (ao, do) be an object of B, let co =f(ao), and let 

ai = A(a0), 4 =&do), b; = /@oh c; = v(q)). 
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2.9. Propssition. The induced dkzgw~ 

C’{c;) --jy q,B’ 

is corn nl bitative. 3 

‘The amount of structure discussed so far enables us to prove a 4-lemma type 
result, in fact that part of the S-lemma which deals with injectivity. 

We suppose given the situation of (2.8) and the induced diagram 

2.11. Theorem. If A : A{ao} +A’{ai} and Q : D(d,)-+D’(d~) are surjecrive and 
v : C{ co) -+ C’( ck) is injective, then ,u is injective on Ker @ = @- ’ (&. JO). 

Proof. Let b”,, G2 E no B satisfy ,I&,) = p(&), and @@I) = @6:? = (GO, & = QN&). 

Then by 2.2(ii) we have b; =A(?~), 6z=A(yz) for some y,,y~~C{c& and so 

A’v(y,) =pd(yl) =p(&) =&2) =P~YZ) =A’Vb’2). 

Hence by 2.2(iv) there are 0% A’{aA}, &E D’{di) such that v(yl) =f’(a’)v(y2)p’(8). 
Since A : A(a,,}-+A’(ai}, ,Q : D(do}*D’{d~} are assumed to be surjective, we have 
cr’=A(cu), &=-e(6) for some aeA{ao), &D{d,}. So 

v(y, 1 =f %a)v(y2)p’e(6) = vfWvo+pW = v(fWY2 PWL 

Since Y : C{c,} -+C’{ci} is injective, it follows that 

Y 1 =fWYz Pku 

and hence 6; = A(y,) = A()9 = G2 by 2.2(iv). El 

For the following co)Uary we suppose given the situation of diagram (2.8). 

2.12. Corollary. Suppose A nQ : noA n zoD+7t04Q’n rcOD’ is injective and for all 
objects (ao,do) of B, d : .4(ao>-+A’(ltao), Q: D(do)-+D’(~do) are surjective and 
v : C( co ) + C’{ vco) is inja:lctive, where c o = f(ao). Then ,u : no B+ q, B’ is injective. B 
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Proof. Let &, 6~ I@, and suppose ~(6~) =~(6). Then @(6&=@(6) by com- 
mutativity of (2.10) and injectivity of A n@. Suppose that bO= (aO,dO). Then 
Theorem 2.11 applies to show that 6= &. Cl 

2.13. Remark. It seems that an extra structure of some kind of operation is needed 
to give 54emma type conditions for p : no --v@ to be surjective. This question 
is discussed in the next section. 

3. An operation 

The boundary mapping 8, : B{ px} -+q#“,v of the sequence (1.1) can be described 
as the restriction of an operation of B{ px} on ~OFP_Y to the base point of QF~_~ and 
so does not depend on the choice of x in its component of Fbs. However, the 
following example shows that the boundary d : C{c,) --+q,B of Theorem 2.2 does 
in general depend on the choice of b0 = &Jo) in its component in B. 

3.1. Example. In Theorem 2.2, let C be a group and let f be the inclusion of a 
subgroup A of C. Suppose that D is simply connected, and that A is independent 
of the choice of b, = (a,,, do) in its component. Then A is normal in C. 

Proof. Let a E A and let y E C. Let cw, y lift to elements FE D(do, di), 6 E D(do, d). 
Let also y lift to &‘E D(d& d’). By the assumption on A, there is an element (c, q) E 
B((ao, d), (a(),d’)). Since D is simply connected I@ = S’p. Hence p(q)y = y~r. But 

p(q)=&A, and we have shown ycry%A. El 

Thus A cannot in general be described as the restriction of an operation of C?(Q) 
on noB. However, we can give an operation of a subgroup of C(Q) on the subset 
Y(aO) of ~8 which lies over the component of ao. 

In detail, let (2.1) be a pullback of groupoids where p is a fibration; let 
b. = (at,,dO) be an object of B; define c,, =f(ao); and let 

where 9 : n#-+nIIA. 

3.2. Remarks. (i) Let j : F-+B denote the inclusion of the fibre F of p: B--+A over 

aO. Since p is a fibration and (2.1) is a pullback, /j is a fibration. Thus by exactness 
of the sequence q,FA q,BL noA we have 

Y(a,) =p-‘(GO) = Im j. 

Thus Y(a,) is the subset of lroB of those elements d which are of the form g= 
(uO, d)-, where (aO, d) E Oh(B). 

(ii) If A is connected, then Y(a,) = nOB. 
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Let N(ao) denote the normalizer of fA { aO) in C{ Q}, i.e. 

N(ad={wC{cd 1 y*fA{a& Y-’ =fA{a&= 

We say f is normal at a0 if fA{ ao} is normal in C{co) (i.e. if N(a,) = C(Q)) and 
we say f is normal if it is normal at all ao~ Oh(A). 

3.3. Theorem. There is an operation l of N(ao) on Y(ao) such that A(y) = ye 6;, for 
each y E N(ao). 

Let @ be the canonical map zOB --+ noA m noD. Then for b: 6’ E Y(a,) we have 
e(6) = @(&‘) if there is a y E N(ao) such that y’ 6= 6’. The converse is true if f is 
normal at a,,. 

Proof. Let y E N(ao), 6= (ao, d)- E Y(a,). Then we define y l 6 to be (ao, d,)’ where 
dl is the end point of a lift &ED@, d,) of y. For other choices (a”,d’) E 6 and 
0’~ &I+‘, d;) lifting y, there is a morphism ((x, 6) : (ao,d)+(ao,d’) in B. Let 
S’= 6’&9--’ : dl --+d;. Then ~(6’) = y l f(cx)* y-l which belongs to fA{a,} because 
YE N(a,,). Thus p(S’) =f(a’) for some (r’~ A{ao} and @‘,a’) is a morphism 
(a(,, d, )-+(a,, d;) in 13. Hence y l 6 is well defined, 

Note also that ~0 so =d(y) for y E N(ao). 
The axioms for an operation are easily verified, as is the fact that @(y l 6) = e(6) 

when y - 6 is defined. Suppose conversely that 6, 6% Y(a,) satisfy $$) = @(b’>, and 
that 6= (a,, d)-, 6’= (ao, d’)-. Then (&, n) = (Go, d’) and so d= d’. Let 8 : d -+d’ in 
D. Define v =p(o) in C{C~~}. Then )JE N(a,,) (by assumption) and )‘a 6 = 6’ by 
definition of the operation. 1-I: 

The operation of 3.3 is natural. In the situ.ation of diagram (2.8) with given base 
points bO = (a(), d,,) etc. we have in analogy with 2.9: 

3.4. Proposition. If 6~ Y(ao), then ,u(b) E Y(a& 
If y E !\*(a,) and v(y) E N(ai), then ,u( y l 6) = v(y) . p(6). c‘l 

This naturality of the operations enables us to prove a 4-lemma type result, 
namely that part of the j-lemma dealing with surjectivity. -We suppose given the 
situation of the previous proposition, and consider the diagram 

where T is defined by the maps rsoA--+rr&, ~T~D-w&‘. 
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3.6. Theorem. Let f be normal at a*, f’ be normal at ai. Suppose v : ~oC-+q$’ is 
injective, v : C{ cg) -+ C’{ ci} and Q : no D --) no D’ are surjective. Then 

is surjective. 

Proof. Let 6’= (a& d’)’ E Y(ai), and consider e’(P) = ($, a). Since 
,Q : noD-‘~oD’ is surjective, we can find (7~ noD with s(d) = a. We have 

vf(&) = 2; = VP(d). 

Since v is injective it follows that f(&) =p(d), i.e. (GO,& E q,A n noD. 
Since # is surjective, there is a & in I@ such that e(6) = (&,d). We see 

6~p-‘(ti~) = Y(aO) whence p(6) E bv(ai). 
Now @‘p(6) =#‘(6’). Hence by 3.3 there is a y’ in C’{ci} such tha.t y’*&) = 6’. 

Since v : C{c,) +C’{c~} is surjective, there is a y in C{c,) such that V(V) = y’. Then 
by 3.4 

p(y*6)= y’*p(6)=i?. 

This proves p : !P(a&+ !P(ai) is surjective. 0 

For the following corollary let (2.8) be as before a commutative diagram in which 
the inner and outer squares are pullbacks and p and p’ are fibrations. 

3.1. Corollary. Suppose v : 7toC + noC’ is injective, 1: 3tOA + zoA and e : I@+ qJJ’ 

ure surjective. Assume, f, f’ are normal and v : C( f(a,)) -+C’( vf(aO)) is surjective. 
Then ,u : I@+ nOB’ is surjective. 

Proof. The method is to start with an element of noB’, and then choose ap- 
propriate a& Ob(A’), aOEOb(A) so that 3.6 czii be applied. Cl 

4. Applications to homotopy theory 

If X, E are pointed topological spaces, then let lrEX denote the pointed track 
groupoid whose objects are the pointed maps X *E and whose morphisms are the 

homotopy classes of pointed homotopies rel end maps. Then the set of components 
7t.o(nEX) may be identified with [X, E], the set of pointed homotopy classes of 
pointed maps, and the vertex group nEX{-), where l is the constant map, may be 
identified with [JX, E], where CX is the reduced suspension of X (cf. [3]). 

4.1. Proposition. Suppose we are given Q pullback of pointed spaces 
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X -/.B 

in which p is an h-fibration in the category of pointed topological spaces. Then for 
jrny pointed space 2 the canonical map w : ~r((Xm E)‘)-+~r(x’)m n(E”) induces a 
bijection now: [Z, Xn EJ-+nO(n(XZ)n n(E’)). 0 

The proof of 4.1 is a pointed version of [15; 2.31, and is left to the reader. 
In the following corollary z0 Y denotes the pointed set of path components of 

the pointed space Y and, for nr 1, it, Y denotes the nth hornotopy group of Y. 

4.2. Corollary. In the situation sf 4.1 there is an infinite sequence 

The Jequence is exact in the sense of 2.2. Furthermore there is an operation of the 
normalizer off& X) in z1 B on the subset of elements of nO(Xr-8 E) which project 
to zero in x0 X. 

Proof. The seven sets/groups to the right come from a direct ap$cation of 2.2, 
together with the information given before 4.1, in the case 2 is the O-sphere S? 
The infinite continuation is given inductively by putting ZI = S”. Z,, + 1 =xZ,, in :b 
~n~~m~t’r similar to [4; $61. Finally the operation is a straightforward interpretation 
0t’ Theorem 3.4. ’ 

Clearly there art results in the vein of Corollary 4.2 corresponding to Corollaries 
2.3 10 2.7. By replacing j’: X -+I bv its associated mapping track fibration the result 
corresponding to 2.4 allows one tb deduce the results of [9; $11. 

III the following example, we give an application to Eilenberg-MacLane spaces 
~encr~~li;ring [ 12; $1’7, Exercise 10). 

3.3. hample. Let X--lk B I’-- E be a diugram oj’ Eiknberg-MucLane spaces oj” 
f.~,r C.S (G, n), (I , n), ‘(l-i, n), respective1.v (n 1 1). Assume that p is a fibration and 
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k :G x H+L, (g,h)- j’*(g) 8 p*(h), is surjective. Then the pullback off and p is a 
K(G m H, n), where G m H is the pullback of G f,. L .p+ H. In particular, this holds 
if f* or p+ is surjective. 

Proof. The result follows from 2.4 and 4.1 which gives an exact sequence 

The assumption on k is needed to show 3c, _ I(Xn E) = 0. Cl 

Gerr,eral remarks. There are also free versions of the above results, as well as dual 
results, both pointed and free. All four cases can be obtained by working more 
generally in a suitable abstract category with homotopy system as indicated in [ 151. 
That is, the arguments go over formally to such general categories and so can be 
applied there. 

Some of the results in the dual, pointed case can be found in [24] under stronger 
assumptions than given here. An example of the formal argument in the category 
of topological pairs is given in [lo]. 

5. Non-abelian cohomology and van Kampen’s theorem 

Let X be a space with base point x0 and let G be a group, not necessarily abelian. 
Olum in (231 defined a cohomology set H’(X, x0; G), and he showed that if 
X= UU V; W= un V; .xo~ IV; U, V9 W are path-connected, and suitable local con- 
ditions hold (for example U, V are open), then the square induced by inclusions 

H’(X,x,; c;) - H’ (L/,x0; G) 

H’(b-0; G) - H’(W,xo; G) 

is a pullback. Olum also proved that there is a natural bijection 

(5.2) H’( Y, yo; G) -5 Hom(n,( Y, yo), G) 

for each path-connected space Y and y. E Y. The two results easily imply the van 
Kampen theorem, for path-connected U, V, c/n V. 

Another useful consequence of (5.2) is the l-dimensional Hurewicz theorem. Sup- 
pose that G is abelian. Then H’(X, x0; G) is the usual l-dimensional cohornology 
with coefficients in G, Also there is a natural surjection 

(5.3) H’(X, x0; G)-+Hom(H,(X), G) 

which is bijective if X is path-connected. From (5.2) dnd (5.3) we deduce easily that 
if X is path-connected, then H,(X) is nl(X, xg) made abeliar\. 
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The pullback squ,are (5.1) was generaiited in [l] to the non-connected case, by 
establishing a sequence of the form given in Theorem 2.2 above. This gave for 
example a determination of z!(X, x0) when I/, c/ are open and l-connected and 
W= U’n V has n + 1 path-components. In particular, it gave a new proof that 
n,(S1, l)zZ. It seemed unlikely, though, that such a Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
would determine nl (X, x0) completely in the general case. 

Let X0 be a subset of X. In [2] the fundamental groupoid’ rrX& of the pair 
(X, X0) was defined as the set of homotopy classes rel f of maps (I&+(X, X0), 
with groupoid operation induced by composition of paths. The van Kampen 
theorem was then generalized to a pushout theorem for HXO, the conditions of 
connectivity of U, v, W being replaced by the condition that X0 meets each path- 
component of U, b’ and W. Remarkably, this result does determine nl(UU I’, x0) 
compleaely even when Un z/ is not path-connected. It is not clear how such a result 
could be obtained by standard cohomological methods, which usually relate in- 
va?ianfs in different dimensions by an exact sequence. Also, the pushout theorem 
looks ILke a relative result (on the fundamental groupoid of a pair (X, X0)), but 
does not fit into standard notions of relative results. 

The purpose of this section is to show that by combining the non-abelian 

cohomologicai met hods of [23] with the groupoid methods of [Z] and [S] we are able 
to resolve the above anomalies. Thus we consider relative ric;i abelian cohomology 
with coefficients in a groupoid to establish simplicial analogues of the m$n results 
on Mayer-Vietoris sequences and van Kampen’s theorem in [23], [ 11, [2], and [3]. 
The section closes with an indication of how the topological and simplical t’neories 
are related. 

In the following let K be a simplicial set with face maps ~3, ; K,, -+K,, __ 1, 

i = 0, ., . I, , II, and degeneracies sJ : h’,, 1 --+A’,, , j = 0, . . . , n - 1; let C be a groupoid. 

5.4. Definition. A l-cocJ4e z of h’ w*ith coefficients in G consists of two functions 

z. : h;, -+Ob(G), zI : A’, -+G 

satisfying 

h c)tt’ t hlat t ht. composition on the right hand side of (ii) is defined and that (ii) 
i rnplies 
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(iii) q (s(g) = 1 &(a) for Q E K(-,. 

5.5. Definition. Let z, w be I-cocycles of K with coefficients in 6. A kcrrnot~~~ 
c : z= w is a function c : K. -42 satisfying 

(9 WO E ~(Zcd~), &-l(d) for ad&), 
(ii) c(&)k)zt(k) = w,(k)c@rk) for k E K,. 

C&k) 

By Z’(K; G) we denote the groupoid which has as objects the I-cocycles of K 
with coefficients in G, and as morphisms the homotopies of 1 -cocycles, with the ob- 
vious corn posit ion. 

5.6. Definition. The l-dimensional cohomology of K with coefficienfs in G is 
defined as 

H’(K; G) = QZ’(K; G). 

A map f: L-4 of simplicial sets induces a morphism of sroupoids 
.f*: Z’(K; G)-+Z’(L; G) in an obvious way. Thus Z ‘(K; G) becomes a functor of 
K. 

5.7. Proposition. Let f: L--K be o map of simpiicial sets such that J; : Lpli;, is 
injective. Then 

f* : Z’(K; G)-+Z’(L; G) 

is a fibration of groupoids. 

Proof. Let t be an object of 
Z’(L; G). Then a homotopy c 

c(k) = 
d(f-‘k) if 

z&k) if 

Z’(K; G), and let d:f*(z)= w be a 
of t satisfying f*(c) = d is given by 

k Ef(Lo), 

k af(Lo). c? 

homotopy in 

Next we define relative cohomoloL . We cannot define a relative theory by con- 
sidering cocycles vanishing on simplic. ,<ubsets since for groupoids as coefficients 

there is no standard meaning to be g; n ss ‘vanishing’. Instead, we have relative 
cocycles for each choice of cocycle on a simplicial subset. 

More generally, consider a map i : K ’ + K of two simplicial sets. Let (p’ be a 
I-cocycle of K’ with coefficients in the groupoid G. Define Z’(K,@‘; G) to be the 
fibre of i*: Z’(K; G)-*Z’(K’; G) over QY. 
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The groupoid Z1 (K, @‘; G) has a set of components and for each of its objects 
@I (so that @ is a 1 -cocycle I . ‘,rtive to @‘) has a vertex group at @ The set no of com- 
ponents is written H’(K, @‘; L’) and called the l-dimensional refative cohomofogy 
set. The vertex group at @ is written Hz(K, 43’; G) and is called the O-dimensional 
relative cohomology group at @. 

We need a relative version of 5.7. 

5.8. Proposition. Let 

be a commutative diagram of simplkial maps such that the corresponding diagram 
in dimension 0 is a diagram of inclusions. Suppose Lh = Lo n KG. 

Then, if @ is a 1 -cocycle in Z ’ (K’; G) and wf =_t’*(@), the induced morphism 

f’* : Z’(K,qY; G)+Z’(L, I/I’; G) 

is a fibratlon of groupoids. 3 

The proof if given by the same formula as in the proof of 5.7. 
Note that the assumption on LA cannot be dropped. If K = L = K’= { *), L’=0, 

and G is a group, then the induced morphism of fibres is the group kmomorphism 
( 1) +G which is not a fibration if G is non-trivial. 

For the applications we are interested in an interpretation of cchomology in the 
case of Ran complexes. 

Recall that if K is a Ran complex then the fundamental groupoid nK is defined 
111; IV.S.2]. Recall also that if H,G are groupoids, then there is a groupoid (HG) 
whose objects are the morphisms H -+ G and whose arrows are the homotopies of 
rnorphisms [4; $11. We write 

[M G I = q,(HG ). 

5.9. Proposition. If K is a Kan cimple..~, then there is a natural isornorphism of 
grmrpoids 

I-: Z’(K; G)-+((nK)G). 

Proof. Because K is a Kan complex, each elern:nt cy of nK(x, y) is represented by 
a l-simplex k E’K,, and if k, I are two representatives of a, then there is a 2-simplex 
k, such that 8, k-, = k, l&k2 = I, &k, =sOv. So 5.4 imAies that if z is a I-cocycle, 
then the function r(z) : nk’ -4, cls kh q (k), is well defined. The definition of 
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composition in I& and the cocycle condition, together imply that r(z) is a mor- 
phism of gtoupoids. 

Let c : t= w be a homotopy in Z’(K; G). Then c determines also a homotopy 
T(z) = f(w). Thus r is a function 2 ‘(K; C)- ((nK)G) which is clearly a morphism. 

An inverse to 1p is defined on objects by 

for any morphism f: nK -4; and 8 is defined 3n homotopies as the inverse of 
I-. 3 

S.10. Corollary. If K is a Kan mrnglexs there is Q natural bijection 

p*: H’(K; G)-+(nK, G). [J 

In the relative case, let K and K’ be Kan complexes, and let i: K’-+K be a map. 
A cocycle @’ in Z’(K’; G) defines a morphism @‘: nK’+G. Let ((nK)G),* be the 
fibre of is: ((aK)G)+((nK’)G) over qY, and let 

[aK, GIga= no((nK)G)*,. 

Clearly the isomorphisms Z’(K; G)s((nK)G) and Z’(K’; G)z((lrK’)G) induce 
an isomorphism 2 ‘(K, #‘; i)~((ltK)G),~ and hence a bijection 

(5.11) H’(K,@‘; G)s [nK,G]@#- 

It is the latter set for which we wish to give an explicit description in some useful 
cases. 

We assume that i : Kh +KO is an inclusion mapping. Then the groupoid nKKh is 
defined as the full subgroupoid of nK on K& Let T-lom(nKK& G),# denote the set 
of morphisms from nKK6 to G which give @’ on composition with i : nK’-+nKKA. 

5.12. Proposition. Suppose in addition to the above assumption that K; nxets 
each component of K. Then there is a bijection 

(r : [lrK, G&/s Hom( nKK& G),#. 

Proof. Since Kh meets each component of K, the inclusion i : nKK; -+nK is a 
homotopy equivalence and in fact makes nKK;, a deformation retract of nK. l-et 
r : nK --vKKi be a retraction. 

Define a~ by cr(<) = <i. Then CT is well defined because any homotopy c’ : <= t/ in 
((xK)G), is, by definition of this groupoid, constant on K& 

Define an inverse /I to CT by /?(c’) = (c’r)‘. Then @(r’) = {‘ri = c’, and DC@ = 
(<it-)’ = t since ir= 1 rel nKK& 3 

A particular case of this relative theory rs when K’ consists of a single point k, 
of K, and i : h” +K is the inclusion. Suppose also (3 is a group. Then there is a 
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unique choice of the cocycle 9’ on K’, namely the constant function K; *G with 

value the identity of (G. We denote the set H’(K, @‘; 6) by H’(K, k,; G). As an im- 
mediate consequence of the bijections (5.11) and of 5.12 we have: 

5.13. Corollary. l’f 43 is a group and K is a convcted Kan complex with kO E KO, 
then there is a bijection 

CT : H’(K, k,; G)-+Hom(lrr(K, ko), G). 0 

Suppose we are given a pushout square of simplicial sets 

f 
L-P 

(5.13) l- 

5.15. Proposition. For uny groicpoid G, the induced square 

Z’cQ; G) 
r* 

----+z’(F; G) 

.f * s* 
1 I 

z’(K; G) i* + Z’(L; G) 

is a prrllback of groupoids. E 

The proof is straightfor ward. 
We need a relative version of 

L’/“+ p’ 

(5.16) ;’ 

i 1 

-, 1 

K’ /. Q’ 

5.15. Consider thzn a pushout square 

of simplicial subsets of L, K, P, Q, the maps being obtained by restriction of those 
of (5.13). Let [, q be 1 -cocycles of K’, P’ respectively, with coefficients in G, such 
that i’*(c) =f’*(q) = @, say, and let ly be the I-cocycle on Q’ determined by <, r;l. 
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5.17. Proposition. With the above as data, the induced square 

r’* 
Z'(Q,w G)- z’(P,rl; G) 

z’(K, g; G) -----a’(L,@;G) 
i* 

is a pullback of groupoids. 

Proof. This follows from Proposition 5.15 and the easily verified fact that if K is 
a map S-S’ of pullback squares, and * is a square of base points in S’, then the 
fibre K-* (*) is also a pullback square. Cl 

We now fulfill our main aim by applying the Mayer-Vietoris sequence (2.3) to 
two special cases of Proposition 5.17, and so show how the simplicial versions of 
the main results of [ I], [2], (231 follow. 

For the first application we take L’, K’, P’, Q’ to be base points in L, K, P, Q respec- 
tively, and we take G to be a group. We assume that i : LO -+& is injective. As base 
cocycles we take constant functions on 1-simplices with value 1. We abbreviate 
cohomologies such as H’(K, k,; G) to H’(K). In this situation we also have a 
natural choice of cocycles extending those on simplicial subsets namely the constant 
cocycle with value 1, and this gives a O-dimensional cohomology group H”(K, ko; G) 
which we abbreviate to H’(K). 

Under all these assumptions we have by 5.8, 5.17 and 2.2: 

5.18. Proposition. There is a Mayer- Vietoris sequence 

which is exact in the sense qf Theorem 2.2, El 

For the second application, let i: L-+K be an inclusion. We take K’, P’ to be 
discrete simplicial subsets of K and P, L’= L flK’ and assume that L’, K’, P’ and 
hence Q’ meet each component of L, K, P, Q respectively. 

Then the group Hg(L,#‘; G) is trivial, and so we obtain by 3.8, 5.17 and 2.5 
from the Mayer-Vietoris sequence: 
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5.19. Proposition. The square 

H’(PJ/; G) 
i’* / _f* 

H’N2 w; ‘ii;, 

\ 

H’S t; G)’ 

J’,.,; (3 

is a puu /back Of sets. El 

* In p ;Irticular, if all the simplicial sets are Kan complexes, this result can be 
ir~,sl~.t zd to: 

,t; 26. Proposition. The square 

Hom(nPP’, G), 

HomMQQ’, G 1, 
\ 

\ 

_Hom(nLL’, G)@ 

/ 
- Hom( SK’, G): 

is a pullback qf sets. II_; 

Since this result is true for any G and compatible I,U, <, q, @, -de have as a 
consequence: 

5.21. Proposition. The square 

TiPP’------+ nQQ’ 

is a pushout of grotrpords. 7 

Thus, from this result, the groupoid rrQQ’ is determined completely. 
Our simplicial results contain in essence the corresponding topological results of 

[23], [l], 121, [3]. To see thh ‘5, as in [23], we have to relate the simplicial and the 
topological theory. 

If’ X is a topological space with base point .x0 and G is a group then the 
cohomulogy set H’(X, _Y~); G) and the cohomology group HO(X, x0; G) defined by 
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Olum in [23] are exactly the relative cohomology set H*(K, x0; G) and, respec- 
tively, the relative cohomoiogy group @(K, x0; G) where K== SX is the singular 
complex of X. 

If X is a topological space and A is a subset of X, then the fundamental groupoid 
7cXA of the pair (X, A) may easily be identified (compare [l 1; Ch. IV, QS]) with the 
groupoid RKK~ where K = SX is the singular complex of X and K’= SA. 

Let 9 be any family of subsets of X. We may define S,X to be the complex of 
singular simplices Q of X such that there is a set F of 9 with Im aCF. We note 
that if 9 consists of two sets Xi and X2 with Xi nXz = X0, then the diagram of 
inclusions 

sxo - S-Xl 

(5.22) 

, I 
sx2 - s,,-x 

is a pushout of simplicial sets. 
Let i : S,FX-+SY be the inclusion, and let G be a groupoid. The proof on p. 662 

of (23) can be generalized and sharpened to show that if the interiors of the sets of 
:ir- cover X, then the kclusion i induces an isomorphism of groupoids 

(5.23) i*: Z’(SX; G)-+Z’(S,,X; G). 

Now let K’ be any subcomplex of SX, and let K(,- = K’n &X. Let $’ be an object 
of Z’(K’; G) and let @.; be the restriction of @’ to Kri. Then we have a map of 
fibrations (see 5.7) 

Z’(SX,@‘; G) i3* - Z'(S.,X,@;-; G) 

(5.24) Z’(SX; G) ” - Z’(S,-X; G) 

1 .* 
Z’(K’; G) A Z'(KJ,; G) 

We assump that the interiors of the sets of Y cover X. Hence by (5.23) i: is an 
isomorphisn:. So i; is an isomorphism if i: is an isomorphism. The latter will be 

true if, for example: 
(1) A is a subspace of X and K’=&I; 
(2) K’cS,X. 

The first example is considered by Olum (with G a group and @’ the trivial cocyclej. 
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Proposition 5.18 applied to the pushout (5.23) endowed with base points, together 
with the induced isomorphism of (5.24), gives the results of 123) and [ 1). 

The second example allows us to discuss :rXA if we take K’ to consist of all cons- 
tant singular siIr.glices in A. Proposition 5.19 applied to the pushout (5.22), together 
with the induced isomorphism of (5.24), enables one to deduce the groupoid version 
of the van Kampen theorem (6.7.2 of 131). 

PA generalization to all dimensions of the vian Kampen theorem has beetn given in 
(71, which also discusses the case of arbitrary covers. The appropriate generalization 
of the fundamental groupoid of a pair is the homotopy crossed complex nX of a 
filtered space X. If X is a CW-complex a notion of cohomo~og.~ o$X with coeffi- 
cients in a crossed complex C is suggested in [S] as2 H*(X; C) = [rcX, C], the set of 
homotopy classes of maps nX -+C, where X is the skeletal filtration of X. This can 
be extended to any space Z by defining Ho@‘; C) = H*( 1 SZ 1; C) where IS21 is the 
ge$met ric realization of the singular complex sf Z. It would be interesting to know 
if the colimit theorems of [7] have cohomological proofs. 
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